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1.Which of the following are possible configuration steps when setting up the alert monitor in Advanced 
Planning? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
A. Create an object selection variant for priority-category-related alerts. 
B. Assign the alert profile to the overall profile. 
C. Create an object selection variant for production-planning-related alerts. 
D. Assign the overall profile to the authorization profile. 
Answer: B, C 
 
2.where does the system check master data selection settings during the creation of planned orders and 
production orders? Note: There are 3 Correct answers to this question. 
A. in the bill of material (BOM) 
B. in the work centers 
C. in the MRP controller 
D. In the routing 
E. in the production version 
Answer: A, C, D 
 
3.You use planning strategy Finite Scheduling with Reverse and want to allow scheduling the past. 
How can you parameterize this in the strategy profile? 
A. Specify a negative planning horizon. 
B. Specify a positive planning horizon. 
C. Specify a positive offset time. 
D. Specify a negative offset time. 
Answer: D 
 
4.What is the purpose of a reporting point confirmation in repetitive manufacturing? Note: There are 2 
Correct answers to this question? 
A. To determine the work in progress along the production line 
B. To provide timely updates of inventory management for the staged components 
C. To reduce the total production lead time for a long production line 
D. To stage different components for a production line simultaneously 
Answer: A, B 
 
5.Generic Parent » Generic 1 pt 
What is the purpose of collective orders? 
A. To manage production orders for an entire finished product on multiple levels 
B. To combine order management of co-products and by-products with the main product 
C. To post production costs on a cost collector instead of the production order 
D. To post any component withdrawal as single backflush with order confirmation 
Answer: A 
 
 


